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Welcome to CrossCountry’s Autumn 2021 Customer Report. 

Covid-19 has changed many aspects of society including the 
rail industry and we continue to maximise this opportunity  
to Build Back Better. We are delighted to see the customer 
focus promised by the changes outlined in the Williams-
Shapps Review and will continue to work with industry 
partners to support delivering that vision. 

CrossCountry is unique in that it operates across Great 
Britain, serving hundreds of towns and cities along the way. 
To ensure we can better support local communities we’ve 
introduced a Regional Director structure, helping us to 
understand more about local needs and playing an  
important role in contributing to the rebuilding of regional 
economies in the aftermath of the pandemic. Within 
this report each Regional Director shares the great work 
happening in their areas. 

We continue to focus on making your journey as safe as 
possible so you can travel with confidence. Opening more 
reservations to provide as much space as possible when 
travelling, continuing with our enhanced cleaning programme 
and introducing more customer feedback channels so you 
can easily tell us about your experiences are just some of the 
commitments we’ve delivered so far this year. 

Thank you for your ongoing support. I am passionate about 
ensuring you have a great experience travelling with us and  
I look forward to welcoming you back on-board again soon. 

Tom Joyner
Managing Director, CrossCountry
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As part of our Franchise Agreement with the Department 
for Transport, we have set targets for our performance. 
Some of these are outlined below, together with our 
latest performance against these targets.

Our punctuality metrics measure the number of services 
that arrive within 3 and 15 minutes at all of the planned 
station calls. At the end of rail period 2206, four weeks 
ending Saturday 18th September the Time to 3 moving 
annual average was 83.1% against a target of 76.7%. 
The moving annual average for Time to 15 is currently 
97.2% and is line with the required target. The moving 
annual average within both metrics is higher than the 
corresponding period last year, 8.6% within Time to 3  
and 1.7% within Time to 15.

During the last six periods we have operated on average 
5,834 trains each 4-week period and we measure how 
many of those have run with fewer than the planned 
number of carriages. Over the six periods this report 
covers (from April to September 2021), this was 0.17% 
of the 35,003 services that ran. In the equivalent time 
period last year, this was 1.83% of services.

When disruption has occurred, the key causes have been 
a result of possession overruns following engineering 
works, the impact of extreme weather, external related 
causes including animals on the line and rail bridges being 
struck by road vehicles, and unit availability.

2020/21 Periods 6 to13
(April to September 2020)

2021/22 Periods 6 to13
(April to September 2021)

Average full cancellations per 4-week period  
(caused by CrossCountry) 7 56

Average part cancellations per 4-week period  
(caused by CrossCountry) 8 34

Average full cancellations per 4-week period  
(caused by Network Rail or another train operator) 13 38

Average part cancellations per 4-week period  
(caused by Network Rail or another train operator) 59 98

Since April 2021, ourselves and the 
wider rail industry have continued 
to emerge from the Covid-19 
pandemic. During this time period 
we have introduced more services 
back on to the Turbostar routes 
following the May 2021 timetable 
change. The wider industry has also 
begun to introduce more services, 
with 13 of the 24 rail operators 
showing an uplift in daily services 
compared with a weekday during 
the equivalent period last year. We 
continue to strengthen and forge 
new relationships with Network 
Rail and industry partners, and in 
doing so remain jointly committed 
in providing a safe, reliable and 
punctual service to our passengers. 

HOW WE'RE

PERFORMING.
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Our customers are at the heart of 
everything we do – from decisions 
we make about cleaning, catering 
and WiFi, to the service standards  
we train our on-board teams to 
deliver – all our processes, policies 
and procedures start with what the 
customer needs. 
 
To make sure customer views and requirements 
are central to all our business functions we have 
an always-on insight programme. The programme 
continually gathers feedback from;

• Customers who have travelled with us

• Our customer panel and new accessibility panel

• Our contact centres who are gathering intelligence 
from customers via web forms, email, calls and social 
media every single day

•  Industry research, such as Transport Focus’ customer 
panel and the Rail Delivery Group’s Wavelength 
reports.

We use this wealth of feedback to create action plans 
that are discussed at Executive level to ensure we focus 
on the right business improvements for the customer. 
We also provide feedback to customers where a clear 
action has been recommended that we can investigate 
or even implement. 

The National Rail Passenger Survey was previously 
used to set performance benchmarks for CrossCountry. 
During Covid this programme has had to be paused. 
Instead, we are using our Customer Experience Survey 
to assess performance each period across a range of 
customer experience indicators. 

Measure NRPS Spring 2020 CES P1- P6 average

Overall train satisfaction 82%

Personal security on-board 83%

Cleanliness of the inside of the train 77% 78%

Comfort of the seats 70% 73%

Toilet facilities 59% 63%

TRAINS AVERAGE 74% 71%

Measure NRPS Spring 2020 CES P1- P6 average

Provision of information during journey 82%

Helpfulness and attitude of train staff 83%

How well the TOC dealt with delays 77% 78%

Availability of staff on the train 70% 73%

CUSTOMER SERVICE AVERAGE 74% 71%

Customer service

Our Customer Experience Survey (CES) programme has gone from strength to strength over 
the course of the last six months. We’re sending post-journey survey invitations via email to 
customers who had booked through XC channels, and there is now a link to complete a mid-
journey feedback survey on our on-board Wi-Fi welcome page.

Our Customer Satisfaction scores for the key areas we previously reported for NRPS are shown below.

Trains 

NATIONAL RAIL  

PASSENGER SURVEY.

YOUR
FEEDBACK.
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Throughout the pandemic we have maintained 
our contact centre availability so customers can 
get in touch with us via email, phone, web forms 
and social media. In the Period April 2021 to 
September 2021 we received 3,811 complaints. 
Most customer contacts have been concerned 
with refunds, reservations and timetables, many of 
which have been praise for the way CrossCountry 
has responded to the challenges and our staff 
engagement with customers. 

We are pleased that despite the pandemic and 
the effect that has had on customer needs 
when travelling, we have continued to perform 
well overall and to achieve higher scores in key 
measures such as ‘How well the Train Company 
Dealt with Delays’, ‘Toilet Facilities’, and 
‘Cleanliness of the Inside of the Train’. 

Very important Important Neither unimportant or important Very unimportantUnimportant Not applicable

Guaranteed Seat 

Reserve Specific Seat

Wear protective gloves on-board

Toilet queue system

Separate doors enter/exit train from platform

No movement between coaches

Coach for families and children

More staff to monitor Social Distancing

Coach for older & vulnerable

Staff to be wearing PPE

Coaches Accommodate Social Distancing

34%

50% 22% 16% 6% 5%

65% 18% 7% 4% 5%

34% 17% 7% 8%

43% 27% 17% 8%5%

27% 26% 25% 10% 8% 6%

18% 24% 27% 11% 9% 13%

16% 25% 29% 14% 15%

16% 24% 31% 14% 14%

24% 28% 28% 11% 8%

13% 27% 33% 15% 10% 3%

10% 14% 34% 20% 22% 1%

Train Performance

Reservations

Refunds

Journey Care Enquiry

Ticket & Timetable Availability

Covid 19

CR Contact total

69

15

7
4 3 2

CR Contact total (Exl. Performance)

7
8

12

23

50

No. Faults Reported by Passengers Lines of Route Affected Mean average time to rectify fault

5*
Plymouth - Bristol Temple Meads - 
North East & Scotland

1.2 days

As contact volumes start to rise in line with increased 
travel, we continue to meet our response targets. 
CrossCountry continues to top the Office of Rail and 
Road complaints handling leader board for customer 
satisfaction in both complaint handling and resolution 
outcome. This demonstrates our commitment to ensuring 
we find the best outcome for the customer in the most 
efficient way. 

Our regional structure allows us to focus on issues 
affecting different routes and locations thoroughly. 
Alongside the Regional Directors and Regional Customer 
Service Managers we review insight for their area each 
month and agree improvement actions. 
If a customer reports a specific fault with our service, we 
take immediate action to review and follow up with the 
relevant teams, ensuring swift action is taken. 

*19 issues were reported in the six-month period and 14 of those were found not to be faults
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Hixon was a defining moment in British railway 
history and many huge improvements have 
been made in the industry regarding the safety 
of level crossings since then. Although such 
incidents are rare, their impact is often felt 
beyond the railway boundary. Many locals and 
survivors turned out for the unveiling of the 
replica plaque in the village hall, and to the train 
naming ceremony at Stafford station. Strong 
support was shown by industry colleagues. 
You’ll be able to see the train up and down  
our network. 

I also believe that it’s vital to welcome young 
people into our rail family. We’ve teamed up 
with The Prince’s Trust so they can get an 
insight into what is available at CrossCountry 
and across the sector. Over two weeks they 
were placed with colleagues in the region for 
some hands-on experience, which included 
catering, cleaning, revenue and time at our 
service centre. During their time they were 
able to complete a Level 2 certificate in food 
hygiene as well as visit one of our train depots 
and experience driving a train through a 
simulator. It has been a great success so far and 
the start of a long-term working relationship 
with The Prince’s Trust. I look forward to seeing 
and supporting candidates that take up the 
placement offers. 

We try and support our colleagues with causes 
they are passionate about. It’s been a tough 
few months for everyone, and our people 
have really shown they want to help others 
through their own experiences or losses. We’ve 
supported a music festival organised by one 
of our Manchester onboard staff who had 
lost a close friend to Covid-19. He raised over 
£3,000 for the NHS. One of our Retail Service 
Managers braved the shave donating her hair to 
the Little Princess Trust to help create wigs for 
young people, and also raised nearly £2,000 for 
University College of London Hospital Cancer 
Unit. I am proud of not only the people who 
stepped up in my region but also those across 
the business that also contribute to helping 
those in need during difficult times. 

The communities across our 
network are incredibly important 
to us. In the West Midlands and 
North West region, we have been 
reconnecting with the village of 
Hixon located in Staffordshire, 
between Stone and Rugeley. We 
named one of our trains in memory 
of the road and rail accident of 
1968 for those who were affected 
by the tragic incident. 

John Robson
Regional Director, 
West Midlands & 
North West.

WEST MIDLANDS 

AND NORTH WEST.
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2020/21 Periods 6 to 13 
(April to September 2020) 

2021/22 Periods 6 to 13 
(April to September 2021)

West Midlands & North West Region

Average full cancellations per 4-week period  
(caused by CrossCountry)

1 2

Average part cancellations per 4-week period  
(caused by CrossCountry)

1 4

Average full cancellations per 4-week period  
(caused by Network Rail or another train operator)

2 2

Average part cancellations per 4-week period  
(caused by Network Rail or another train operator)

16 18

Within the Midland & North West Region, 
cancellations have remained static when compared 
with the equivalent period last year. We have worked 
collaboratively with Network Rail and industry partners 
on improving the operational resilience at Kingsbury oil 
terminal, the removal of high impacting condition of 
track speed restrictions, reducing trespass and fatalities 
and improving our operational flexibility around 
Birmingham New Street and Manchester Piccadilly. 

When disruption has occurred, the key causes have been 
due to asset reliability, incidents of trespassers on the 
running lines, anti-social behaviour on-board our services 
and short notice sickness within Traincrew due to Covid 
related symptoms. 

1312
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We have seen a significant amount of 
engagement with stakeholders in the region, 
with the East Coast Mainline (ECML) May 
‘22 timetable consultation and we thank all 
those you contributed feedback to this. The 
proposed timetable is not proceeding in May 
2022, all train operators are now completing 
a full and detailed analysis of the responses 
received to the consultation. These reports will 
be presented to the Department for Transport 
for consideration and, following this, we will 
agree a route towards implementing a revised 
timetable.

We have also engaged with several 
consultations across the region ourselves, 
including Transport for the North 
Decarbonisation Strategy, SEStran regional 
transport strategy and Doncaster local plan.
We continue to work with our colleagues 
at Network Rail and other Train Operating 
Companies to support performance 
improvement and our Regional Performance 
Business Partners continue to work effectively 
providing insight and input into industry forums 
and post incident reviews.

As we build back better from the restrictions, 
Community Rail Partnerships have been able 
to go ahead with plans tackling issues such as 
mental health, decarbonisation and working on 
welcoming back passengers to railway. Hope 
in Hamilton, We’ve Missed You video and a 
station garden project are just three projects 
CrossCountry have funded. 

We have been particularly proud to support 
several Samaritans events in the region, both on 
our services and at Edinburgh Waverley Station. 
Our network unfortunately and sadly sees the 
impact of fatalities far too often. The work the 
Samaritans do in helping all of us who need 
support is really inspiring.

Looking ahead, we have plans to support 
industry campaigns to promote rail travel, 
along with continuing to support CRP projects 
and working closely with the National Railway 
Museum as part of a new partnership. There 
are several upcoming engineering blocks on 
our network, including between Newcastle 
and Edinburgh over late summer and the 
early autumn months and also at Leeds at 
Christmas. These engineering blocks are vital 
at improving capacity on our network as well 
as maintaining the vital rail infrastructure. 
Please do check before you travel. COP26 
will also bring major international focus to 
Scotland. We will continue to work to support 
the Transport Scotland rail subgroup in the 
lead up to the event and we will see increased 
customer service support for our colleagues and 
customers during the event.

The North East and Scotland region is 
fortunate to boast some of the UK’s 
best staycation locations, so despite 
the ongoing Covid-19 challenges, we 
have seen leisure travellers returning 
to our services during the summer 
months. We are now beginning to see 
the early sign of commuters 
returning to our services and we look 
forward to welcoming people back, 
with a continued focus on cleaning, 
reliability and great customer service 
from our teams.

Anna Weeks
Regional Director, 
North East & 
Scotland.

AND SCOTLAND.
NORTH EAST 
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Within the Scotland and North East region, we have been 
working in partnership with Network Rail on reducing 
external related incidents over the last 12 months. 
We have also undertaken a number of workstreams to 
improve our on-time presentation at key nodes and in 
doing so has seen notable improvements in punctuality 
at a number of locations that we call at. We have also 
carried out a joint inspection with Network Rail to 
observe the flood mitigation work that has been carried 
out at Draycott and Sway, both of which are historic 
flood site locations.

When cancellations have occurred, they have been 
a result of animals on the line or being struck by a 
train and incidents relating to signalling power supply 
problems, with notable incidents at Morpeth, Swinton 
and Moorthorpe.

2020/21 Periods 6 to 13 
(April to September 2020) 

2021/22 Periods 6 to 13 
(April to September 2021)

North East & Scotland Region 

Average full cancellations per 4-week period  
(caused by CrossCountry)

1 3

Average part cancellations per 4-week period  
(caused by CrossCountry)

1 5

Average full cancellations per 4-week period  
(caused by Network Rail or another train operator)

1 6

Average part cancellations per 4-week period  
(caused by Network Rail or another train operator)

6 17

1716
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At the same time we successfully mobilised 
a new train servicing contract with our UK 
Rail Leasing (UKRL) partners at their Leicester 
TrainCare Depot. With the full servicing of 
five Turbostars which come out of service at 
Leicester each night, this has greatly improved 
the start of day quality of train cleanliness 
for passengers at Leicester and a greater 
operational resilience for our Turbostar fleet. 

To commemorate the new train servicing 
contract with UKRL, and the successful 
completion of the refurbishment of the six 
additional carriages to strengthen our regional 
Turbostar fleet, City Mayor of Leicester, Sir Peter 
Soulsby, ceremoniously named Turbostar 170 
622 ‘Pride of Leicester’ in front of invited guests 
on 03 August. 

We continue to work in partnership with 
Station Operators in the East Midlands and 
Anglia to identify local stakeholder and 
customer aspirations for Accessibility and 
Security improvements which could potentially 
be delivered with some additional funding 
contributions from CrossCountry. We have 
also launched our CrossCountry Customer 
& Communities Investment Fund (CCIF). 

Stakeholders across the whole CrossCountry 
network can now bid for funding to deliver 
small to medium sized schemes that improve 
the customer experience at stations we call at 
and also initiatives that benefit the wider local 
community in areas served by CrossCountry. 
Funding will be available for successful bids, 
once approved by the Department for Transport, 
from 01 April 2022.

We’re actively collaborating with local 
authorities and organisations which are driving 
forward rail service development strategies. 
These include England’s Economic Heartland, 
Midlands Connect and Transport for the East 
Midlands who are lobbying and pushing the 
agenda for essential interventions within this 
region to allow more trains to operate on a 
modernised, upgraded railway. A particular focus 
is improving East Anglia to the Midlands and 
East to West Midlands connectivity by rail.

As we reported in the last Customer 
Report, the May 2021 timetable 
change saw the delivery of more seats 
on many regional services operated 
by our Turbostar trains, thanks to 
some additional carriages which 
allowed us to turn six of our two-car 
trains into three-car trains. The extra 
80 seats provided by each of the six 
extra carriages means we are ready to 
welcome more people back to rail on 
our services between Birmingham and 
Cambridge, Leicester, Nottingham and 
Stansted Airport. 

Richard Morris
Regional Director, 
East Midlands  
& East Anglia.

EAST MIDLANDS 

AND EAST ANGLIA. 
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The rise in CrossCountry caused cancellations has been 
impacted significantly by a reduced level of available 
Turbostars being provided on a daily basis by West 
Midlands Trains at Tyseley maintenance depot. This 
occurred during May and was caused by a varied number 
of contributing factors which led to a backlog of planned 
maintenance which led to an increase in delay minutes 
and cancellations. To mitigate this a Project team was 
initiated to manage the response to this issue and a 
recovery plan was developed in partnership with West 
Midlands Trains, something that we have continued to 
work collaboratively with them on. 

The rise in Network Rail and other operator cancellations 
were caused by a tractor being struck by a train at 
Kisby level crossing level during the middle of August. 
In addition to this there has also been a number of 
high impacting Freight locomotive failures, 2 of which 
occurred on the 7th June at Whitacre and Elford. On a 
positive we have made significant progress with support 
from Network Rail on replacing the wooden timbers at 
Manea bridge and increasing the line speed.

2020/21 Periods 6 to 13 
(April to September 2020) 

2021/22 Periods 6 to 13 
(April to September 2021)

East Midlands & East Anglia Region 

Average full cancellations per 4-week period  
(caused by CrossCountry)

3 48

Average part cancellations per 4-week period  
(caused by CrossCountry)

2 19

Average full cancellations per 4-week period  
(caused by Network Rail or another train operator)

6 21

Average part cancellations per 4-week period  
(caused by Network Rail or another train operator)

14 31
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And, with fewer restrictions we’ve seen more 
people return to rail for short and long-distance 
leisure journeys, as well as business travel 
and commuting. Throughout the summer 
we’ve worked with local councils, tourism 
organisations and industry partners to ensure 
we are doing everything possible to help the 
social and economic recovery of businesses and 
people across the region. 

Our focus now shifts to what we can do to 
maintain this momentum and prepare our 
railway for the future. We all recognise that 
the nation’s habits have changed because of 
the pandemic, and rail must change with it to 
reflect new customer expectations. Building 
back better does not mean doing what you used 
to do, and we are already engaging stakeholders 
to understand what changes may be necessary. 
We continue to work with studies into transport 
corridors across the region, looking at what’s 
needed to support future demand, and we have 
been supporting responses to the National 
Bus Strategy into how bus and rail can work 
together to meet the region’s transport needs.

This summer we saw one of the longest and 
most demanding pieces of engineering work 
to prepare our railway for the future, with the 
eight-week project at Bristol. Working with 
Network Rail and local operator GWR, we 
regularly updated customers and stakeholder 
on how the works may affect journeys to and 
through Bristol. With the main works completed 
on time at the start of September, Temple 
Meads station is now a brighter and better 
gateway to the city, with space for more trains 
able to arrive and depart on time.

And our work with partners in each community 
continues, with a new collaboration for the line 
between Reading and Basingstoke joining our 
existing seven Community Rail Partnerships 
across the region. With much achieved by these 
already, they will be invaluable in our work to 
keep our services relevant and support local 
economic recovery. 

So much has happened to keep people moving 
and to prepare for our next journey to meet the 
region’s future needs. I look forward to updating 
you again in our next customer report.

Blessed with some of the nation’s 
favourite tourist hotspots, the  
South Coast, South West and Wales 
saw a significant influx of staycation 
holidaymakers this summer. With our 
direct services from across Britain we 
were well placed to help those 
travelling by rail to experience a  
slice of normality despite the 
continuing pandemic. 

Sarah Kelley
Regional Director, 
West & Wales.

ANDWEST
WALES.
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Within the West & Wales region, cancellations have 
remained static when compared with the equivalent 
period last year. This is a wonderful achievement given 
that we have seen a significant engineering scheme 
take place at Bristol during the month of August. When 
cancellations have occurred, they been a result of a road 
vehicle striking a bridge in the Plymouth area during 
August which led to the line being blocked for a number 
of days whilst essential repairs were carried out to  
the track.

We have also continued to work collaboratively with 
Network Rail on improving the resilience of historic 
flood sites within the region. 

2020/21 Periods 6 to 13 
(April to September 2020) 

2021/22 Periods 6 to 13 
(April to September 2021)

West & Wales Region

Average full cancellations per 4-week period  
(caused by CrossCountry)

2 2

Average part cancellations per 4-week period  
(caused by CrossCountry)

3 5

Average full cancellations per 4-week period  
(caused by Network Rail or another train operator)

3 7

Average part cancellations per 4-week period  
(caused by Network Rail or another train operator)

22 31
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CrossCountry colleagues recognised by UK Prime Minister

August saw three CrossCountry colleagues recognised for their outstanding contributions since the 
beginning of the pandemic. Train Cleaner Mariela Armas, Train Manager Danielle McGuinness and Driver 
Team Manager Martin Riddle, were invited to Number 10 Downing Street by the Prime Minister for a 
garden party along with two Arriva colleagues and other transport workers. 

Mariela was invited in recognition of her continuous commitment, great attitude and hard work keeping 
the travelling public and colleagues at CrossCountry safe with all her extra cleaning during the difficult 
first few months of the pandemic. Danielle has been recognised because of her fundraising efforts 
following a serious illness, and Martin also went significantly above and beyond covering not only his 
own workload, but that of a colleague in another depot who needed to shield. His extra shifts meant that 
the safety and welfare of 80 drivers across two depots were protected. 

Tom Joyner added: “I’m really pleased that three of our colleagues have been recognised this week 
by the UK Prime Minister. It’s an honour to have our efforts celebrated after an extremely tough 18 
months. Well done to Mariela, Danielle and Martin, as well as Muhammad and Neil from Arriva, on your 
outstanding contributions. Despite the challenges, the pandemic has shone a light on the value of public 
transport and the extra mile we go for the communities we serve. Congratulations again, I am very proud 
to lead such a fantastic business.” 

Danielle McGuinness said: “The whole day was absolutely amazing! The event was a great chance to 
network and meet people and hear stories on their response to the pandemic. It is a day that will stay 
with me forever and I am so grateful I had this wonderful opportunity.”

CrossCountry grant birthday 
wish to help feed the homeless

Last month, Birmingham First Class Host,  
Sarah Booth, emailed Tom Joyner a letter 
that her twelve-year-old daughter Rebecca 
had written, asking Tom for his support in 
granting her birthday wish of helping to feed 
the homeless in Birmingham.  

Tom responded to Rebecca congratulating her 
on her thoughtfulness and thanking her for the 
opportunity for CrossCountry to get involved 
with this fantastic initiative. CrossCountry 
donated a range of items to Rebecca to 
support her in her mission to feed the 
homeless, including the brown bags and water 
she requested, amongst other essential items.  

Rebecca said: “Thank you Tom and 
CrossCountry for helping me to give food to 
the homeless in Birmingham last week. For my 
13th birthday I just wanted to do something 
nice for the homeless, because when I see 
them in Birmingham they look unhappy and I 
want to cheer them up.” 

We would like to say a huge well done to 
Rebecca for such a thoughtful gesture and 
wish her all the best in helping to improve  
the lives of the homeless in Birmingham.

Annual football match celebrates 
16th Anniversary

On Saturday 12 June, the 16th annual 
football match between CrossCountry centres 
Birmingham and Newcastle took place in 
glorious sunshine at Heaton Stannington FC  
in Newcastle.  

Despite a year off due to the pandemic, 
players were raring to go with plenty of 
competitive spirit. Edinburgh colleagues were 
out in full force to cheer on players and step 
in to support the Newcastle team. Before kick 
off a one minute applause was held in honour 
of Martyn Gall, a member of the Birmingham 
team, who sadly passed away late last year. 

In a tight and very competitive game, 
Newcastle ultimately won the match. Each 
team nominates a Man of the Match award, 
named after respective team members 
within centres. The Newcastle team 
awarded the ‘Gary Nevins Award’ (named 
after our former Newcastle colleague) to 
Newcastle Goalkeeper David Wright, and the 
Birmingham team awarded the newly named 
‘Martyn Gall Award’ to Birmingham player  
Jackir Ahmed. 

After the event’s hiatus last year, the day was 
enjoyed by everyone and both teams look 
forward competing against each other in 2022.

PROUD TO BE

      CROSSCOUNTRY. 
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Passenger Assistance bookings have continued to 
rise, showing that many disabled customers are 
feeling confident to travel. We hope to see this trend 
continue and will make sure our marketing and 
communications remain relevant for this audience. 

Amount of Bookings Type of Booking

7,415 New Bookings

519 Incomplete – Cancelled

941 Incomplete – No Shows

Customers have told us they would like to see 
staff frequently and have more chance to speak 
to our on-board colleagues so we have focussed 
on providing colleagues with improved tools; 
reducing the time it takes to process requests so 
they can spend more time walking through the 
train speaking to customers. Customers will soon 
benefit from on board teams having access to a 
language translation app, Passenger Assistance 

staff app, gesture of goodwill facility to be able to 
resolve some problems at point of contact, and 
‘at seat’ ordering feature for on board food and 
drink delivered to the customer’s seat. Customers’ 
views on each of these initiatives will be collected 
throughout so we can improve further. 

We continue to face many new challenges brought 
about by the Covid-19 pandemic. A reduction in 
train services continues whilst customer demand 
has steadily increased. We have responded to 
continued restrictions by removing compulsory 
reservations, opening more reservations in the 
second half of a nine-coach service (where two 
trains are joined together to maximise the number 
of seats we can offer), and continued to provide 
a covid secure cleaning regime. We work closely 
with industry partners and Network Rail to ensure 
we are offering the best possible service for our 
customers. 

We’ll be delighted to welcome you back to 
CrossCountry as soon as you’re ready.  

We are always striving to improve the 
experience of travelling with 
CrossCountry. Over the last 12 
months our main focus area has been 
accessibility and inclusion, including;

• Dedicated Accessibility and Inclusion team at 
CrossCountry to drive forward a programme  
of enhancements

• Insign video relay link for British Sign Language 
(BSL) user to talk to Customer Relations via  
an interpreter

• Signly BSL content on CrossCountry web pages to 
help guide blind and partially sighted customers

• Guide dog reservation cards so customers travelling 
with an assistance dog can be confident a space will 
be available for their dog

• Accessibility customer panel to gather more  
insight from our disabled customers (and potential  
future customers)

• Survey for customers who book Passenger 
Assistance to make sure we are continuing to 
improve the industry-wide system

• Videos designed to show some of the challenges 
disabled customers can face and how we can better 
support, to be used in our training programme for 
customer-facing colleagues

• Enhanced disability and inclusion training for  
all staff

Voyager
• First Class – Coach A
• Bike storage – Coach D
• Large Luggage storage – Coach D
• Wheelchair space (First Class) – Coach A
• Wheelchair space (Standard) – Coach F
• Toilets – Coaches A, C, F and B (on five-coach trains only)
• Wi-Fi – Free 
• Unreserved Coach – Coach B 
(on five-coach trains only, see seating plans for four-coach trains)

High Speed Train
• First Class – Coaches A and B
• Quiet Coach – Coach G
• Bike storage – Coach G (not accessible from seating areas)
• Large Luggage storage – Coach G (not accessible from seating areas)
• Wheelchair space (First Class) – Coach A
• Wheelchair space (Standard) – Coach F
• Toilets – Coaches B, C, D, E and F
• Wi-Fi – Free

Turbostar
• First Class – Coach A
• Bike storage – Coach C
• Wheelchair space (Standard) – Coach C
• Toilets – Coach A (accessible toilet in Coach C)
• Wi-Fi – Free
• Catering – information on Turbostar services with catering on board.

Click Here for our virtual tours

      HELPING YOU. HOW WE’RE 
          ASSISTANCE. PASSENGER
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Thank you for all the kind words and appreciative comments 
we receive about our service and our people. This can make 
a real difference to individuals during such challenging times 
and I am proud of how we’ve positively responded to Covid-19, 
maintaining a customer-first mindset throughout. 

We have many exciting initiatives to deliver over the coming 
months that will continue to improve your experience on board 
and when booking with CrossCountry. As always, we would love 
to hear your ideas about how we can continue to re-imagine our 
business to better meet your needs so please get in touch via 
Social: 
 
Twitter: @CrossCountryUK  
Facebook: CrossCountryTrains 
 
Or join our Customer Panel at  
crosscountrytrains.co.uk/customerservice/customer-panel
 
We’re looking forward to connecting you with the places,  
people, experiences and opportunities you may have missed  
over the last 18 months – CrossCountry will be here to  
welcome you back when you’re ready. In the meantime, the best 
way to keep up to date with all of our news is to register for 
updates via crosscountrytrains.co.uk. We can’t wait to see you 
on-board again.  

 SUMMARY. 
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CROSSCOUNTRY
WE GO

We welcome your comments or 
suggestions regarding any aspect  
of this Customer Report or your 
journey with CrossCountry.

You can contact us by

E-mail: customer.relations@crosscountrytrains.co.uk

Telephone: 0344 736 9123

Textphone: 0121 200 6420

Post:
CrossCountry Customer Relations
FREEPOST RRXU-HUEC-GLLY
Cannon House
18 The Priory Queensway
Birmingham
B4 6BS

crosscountryuk

CrossCountrytrains

 CONTACT 
 US.
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